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Abstract—We have already known that
cryptography technique provided ideal or
harmless security. Cryptography technique is
also used to achieve various security
principal like integrity, un-authorization,
confidentiality and many more. Proposed
Security system is also based on these security
principal and trying to full fill basic
requirement of security through design and
developed double layer of security for image
information. Proposed security system, when
it’s properly design and developed, makes
attempts to brawny security cost-excessive.
The proposed research, analyze the combine
principle of the steganography and
cryptography technique. Moreover the
Performance with security of the proposed
security system is also evaluated. The
Obtainable results based on the proposed
concept which is combined technique of
steganography as well as cryptography
appreciative the efficiency of the proposed
security system, and the combination of
steganography technique with cryptography
technique illustrate higher security.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Today in digital world the medium of
transmitting of the information via internet and
there are lots attacker to captured the
information because the information has
transferred through hidden channels.
Cryptography technique used principal like
integrity, un-authorization, confidentiality and
many more. Proposed Security system is also
based on integrity, un-authorization,
confidentiality and trying to full fill basic
requirement of security through design and
developed double layer of security for image
information. When proposed security system is
properly design and developed, makes attempts
to jacked security cost-excessive. Combination
of symmetric cryptography and steganography
technique to take benefit of the each type of
security technique. Symmetric encryption has
the performance advantage and therefore is the
common solution for encrypting and
decrypting performance-sensitive data, such as
an online data stream. However, symmetric
encryption has a downside the cryptographic
key needs to be known to both the sender and
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receiver of encrypted data, and the exchanging
of the key over an insecure channel may cause
security risks.
2. RELATED WORK
Steganography is the science that
involves communicating secret data in an
appropriate multimedia carrier, e.g., image,
audio and video files. It comes under the
assumption that if the feature is visible, the
point of attack is evident, thus the goal here is
always to conceal the very existence of the
embedded data [9].
In [2] embedded huge amount of secret
information using LSB technique. To achieve
this first the secret information is compressed
using wavelet transforms. After compression
the bits are encoded using a reversible
quantum gate. LSB is one of the best
techniques when compared to transformation
techniques, because it reduces lots of noise
distortion.
In [4] the proposed work presents a
unique technique for Image steganography
based on the Data Encryption Standard (DES)
using the strength of S- Box mapping &
Secrete key. The preprocessing of secrete
image is carried by embedding function of the
steganography algorithm using two unique Sboxes. The preprocessing provide high level of
security as extraction is not possible without
the knowledge of mapping rules and secrete
key of the function. Additionally the proposed
scheme is capable of not just scrambling data
but it also changes the intensity of the pixels
which contributes to the safety of the
encryption.
In [5] we have observed that a technique
for image steganography based on Huffman
Encoding is presented. In which two 8 bit gray
level image of size M X N and P X Q are using
as a cover image and secret image respectively.
Huffman Encoding is performing over the
secret image/message before embedding and
each bit of Huffman code of secret image/
message is embedded inside the cover image
by altering the least significant bit (LSB) of

each of the pixel's intensities of cover image.
The size of the Huffman encoded bit stream
and Huffman Table are also embedding inside
the cover image, so that the Stego-Image
becomes standalone information to the
receiver. Image steganography is a method of
concealing information into a cover image to
hide it. Least Significant-Bit (LSB) based
approach is most popular steganographic
techniques in spatial domain due to its
simplicity and hiding capacity.
In [6] presented an approach for Image
steganography based on LSB using X-box
mapping where they have used several Xboxes
having unique data. The embedding part is
done by Steganography algorithm where they
use four unique X-boxes with sixteen different
values (represented by 4-bits) and each value is
mapped to the four LSBs of the cover image.
This mapping provides sufficient security to
the payload because without knowing the
mapping rules no one can extract the secret
data (payload).
In [7] presented three indigenous
methods as a variant of Cipher Block Chaining
(CBC) mode for image encryption by
considering three different traversing path
(Horizontal, Vertical and Diagonal). In method
one simple Raster Scan has been employed to
scramble the confidential Image called
Horizontal Image Scrambling (HIS). Method
two is a variant of method one called Vertical
Image Scrambling (VIS), here traversing path
would be top to bottom left to Right. Third
method employs diagonal traversing path
called Diagonal Image Scrambling (DIS).
Later Image Steganography has been adapted
to send these Scrambled Images in an
unnoticeable manner.
In [8] the reversible image sharing
approach and threshold schemes are used in
this concept to achieve the novel secret color
image sharing. The secret color image pixels
will be transformed to m-ary notational
system. The reversible polynomial function
will be generated using (t-1) digits of secret
color image pixels. Secret shares are generated
with the help of reversible polynomial function
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and the participant’s numerical key. The secret
image and the cover image is embedded
together to construct a stego image. The
reversible image sharing process is used to
reconstruct the secret image and cover image.
The secret is obtained by the lagrange’s
formula generated from the sufficient secret
shares. Quantization process is applied to
improve the quality of the cover image.
In [9] describes an edge adaptive image
stenographic scheme in the spatial LSB
domain they usually exists some smooth
regions in natural images, which would cause
the LSB of cover images not to be completely
random or even to contain some texture
information just like those in higher bit planes.
To preserve the statistical and visual features in
cover images, presented scheme which can
first embed the secret message into the sharper
edge regions adaptively according to a
threshold determined by the size of the secret
message and the gradients of the content edges.
In [15] expressed a novel algorithm of
data hiding using cryptography named as ASK
algorithm. Sensitive data is hided in a color
image using cryptography. This shows how
data can be send using a color image without
ignorance of third party. Algorithm described a
method for vanishing data in a color image.
In [16] focused on the combination of
cryptography and steganography methods and
a new technique – Metamorphic Cryptography
has suggested. The message is transformed
into a cipher image using a key, concealed into
another image using steganography by
converting it into an intermediate text and
finally transformed once again into an image.
The complexity of cryptography does not
allow many people to actually understand the
motivations and therefore available for
p r a c t i c i n g s e c u r i t y c r yp t o gr a p h y.
Cryptography process seeks to distribute an
estimation of basic cryptographic primitives
across a number of confluences in order to
reduce security assumptions on individual
nodes, which establish a level of faulttolerance opposing to the node alteration. In a
progressively networked and distributed

communications environment, there are more
and more useful situations where the ability to
distribute a computation between a number of
unlike network intersections is needed. The
reason back to the efficiency (separate nodes
perform distinct tasks), fault-tolerance (if some
nodes are unavailable then others can perform
the task) and security (the trust required to
perform the task is shared between nodes) that
order differently.
Hence, in [17] described and reviewed
the different research that has done toward text
encryption and description in the block cipher.
Moreover, in this suggests a cryptography
model in the block cipher. There are many
security issues in data communication.
Cryptography is a substantially safe method to
provide protection in data receiving and
sending.
3. EXISTING ISSUES
From the study of the previous research
there are many points are noticed that can
make un-efficient or imperceptibility of an
algorithm.
Efficiency: efficiency of the algorithm that
means how much efficient in terms of time and
how much efficient in terms of memory. Time
and memory both are play an important role in
efficiency.
Security: Security is the prim concerned in the
field of encryption. It known that information
over public network should be highly secured
otherwise any eavesdropper can be easily
access information. Encryption Key is play an
important role in the field of encryption and
security of the algorithm is depending upon
key length. Higher key length will be causes
higher security.
Throughput: we can define throughput as
“total size of plain text divide by total
execution time during encryption/decryption”.
Execution speed can be measured by
throughput.
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Throughput = (Size of plain Text to be
Encrypt/ Total Execution Time during
Encryption) … (1).
Error- Rate: “Error find per execution” that
means in single execution how much error
have noticed. Minimum error denoted efficient
algorithm.
Bandwidth:
In
computer
networking and computer science, the
words bandwidth, network bandwidth, data
bandwidth, or digital bandwidth are common.
Here I am focusing on data bandwidth. Data
bandwidth is the amount of data that can be
transmitted in a fixed amount of time. For
digital devices, the bandwidth is usually
expressed in bits per second (bps) or bytes per
second.
Secrecy: The secrecy of existing algorithm is
the first and foremost requirement, since the
strength of existing algorithm lies in its ability
to be unnoticed by the human eye. The
moment that one can see that information has
been tampered with, the algorithm is
compromised. Payload capacity – Unlike
watermarking, which needs to embed only a
small amount of copyright information,
steganography in other hand requires sufficient
embedding capacity.
Robustness against statistical attacks:
Statistical steganalysis is the practice of
detecting hidden information through applying
statistical tests on image data. Many
steganographic algorithms leave a “signature”
when embedding information that can be easily
detected through statistical analysis. To be able
to pass by a warden without being detected, a
steganographic algorithm must not leave such
a mark in the image as be statistically
significant.
Robustness: Image manipulation, such as
cropping or rotating, can be performed on the
image before it reaches its destination.
Depending on the manner in which the
message is embedded, these manipulations
may destroy the hidden message. It is
preferable for steganographic algorithms to be

robust against either malicious or unintentional
changes to the image.
Independent of file format: With many
different image file formats used on the
Internet, it might seem suspicious that only one
type of file format is continuously
communicated between two parties. The most
powerful existing algorithms thus possess the
ability to embed information in any type of
file. This also solves the problem of not always
being able to find a suitable image at the right
moment, in the right format to use as a cover
image.
4. CONCLUSION
For purposes of secret transmission and
communication which is prim concern of the
proposed concept proposes a concept which
has combined effort of two different
techniques like cryptography and
steganography. Proposed Steganography
process is improving image quality and
security as compare to the earlier presented
technique.
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